
Branded products of Regina characterized a unique softness and flexibility through the use of professional yarns.

Pressure-free cuffs increase the comfort, directly affecting on the user satisfaction.

Additionally reinforced zones on toes and the heels to lengthen the life of the product.

                                   Available materials:

Bamboo viscoze has a soft grip, strong ability to absorb and donate moisture, which gives you the perfect thermal comfort.

Polyamide, due to its characteristics - lightness, strength, resistance to creasing, easy washing and fast drying is a popular material used for 

the production of socks. As used in the form of microfibers has a very high flexibility, juiciness of colors and a pleasure to touch.

Material is very resistant to bacteria and fungi.

Elastan (SPANDEX) ensures a perfect fit to any, even the most demanding foot - after stretched is fully deformable.

Additionally, resistant to sweat, fat and detergents, which increases the comfort and quality of Your life.

Silver + protection inhibits the growth of bacterial flora, also one that leads to unpleasant odors.

Maintains the freshness of socks, even if they are washed in cold weather, so it is possible to reduce energy costs, they are also resistant to 

washing and dry cleaning.

                              The scale of keeping warm:

Very thin sock, the most common type are sneakers with a very low degree of keeping feet warm.

Thin sock with a low degree of keeping feet warm.

Thickness medium sock, half-terry type with a medium degree of keeping feet warm.

Thick sock, full-terry type with a high degree of keeping feet warm.

Very thick sock, double-terry type with a very high degree of keeping feet warm.

Socks are packed 20, 30 or 40p in a box.

Click on the link or scan by the cellphone/tablet the QR code of the group of socks to get more colors.

The presented colors of socks may vary slightly from the actual color of the product.
In addition to the models presented in the catalog, the Regina Socks company is able to make sock designs commissioned by prior arrangement trading conditions.
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Bamboo socks
ST – Sneakers/D – Women/M – Men

Bamboo socks, women, 
sneakers

MATERIAL:
76% Bamboo viscose
22% Polyamid
  2% Spandex

SIZE:
35-37 
38-40
39-42
43-46

SCALE OF KEEPING WARM:

Bamboo socks, women

MATERIAL:
76% Bamboo viscose
22% Polyamid
  2% Spandex

SIZE:
35-37 
38-40
39-42
43-46

SCALE OF KEEPING WARM:

Other 
colors

Other 
colors

Bamboo socks, men, 
sneakers

MATERIAL:
76% Bamboo viscose
22% Polyamid
  2% Spandex

SIZE:
35-37 
38-40
39-42
43-46

SCALE OF KEEPING WARM:

Bamboo socks, men

MATERIAL:
76% Bamboo viscose
22% Polyamid
  2% Spandex

SIZE:
35-37 
38-40
39-42
43-46

SCALE OF KEEPING WARM:

Other 
colors

Other 
colors
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Bamboo socks
M/PF – half-terry men
M/F – full terry men

Bamboo socks, men,
half-terry

MATERIAL:
76% Bamboo viscose
22% Polyamid
  2% Spandex

SIZE:
35-37 
38-40
39-42
43-46

SCALE OF KEEPING WARM:

Bamboo socks, men,
full-terry

MATERIAL:
76% Bamboo viscose
22% Polyamid
  2% Spandex

SIZE:
35-37 
38-40
39-42
43-46

SCALE OF KEEPING WARM:

Other 
colors

Other 
colors
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